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SEPTEMBER 11, 2017

ALIB COMMUNAL FISHERY NOTICE
Chinook (Spring) salmon are being harvested at the Fish Camp and community members
can come assist with the processing, then take some for themselves.

















The salmon arrive at the Fish Camp anywhere between 9-11 am daily, except for when the nets are
not put out the night before. Unforeseen circumstances may occur.
The nets are set by the golf course and can be easily seen from the bridge.
Helpers are required to sign in with the Fish Camp supervisor each day.
Everyone must assist in processing the fish before any is shared with the helpers (exceptions for
Elders if needed).
Once all the fish have been processed a portion will be put away into the Band freezers for future
community needs. Whatever fish is left will be divided amongst the helpers present each day.
If you feel you didn’t get enough fish please keep coming back as there will more opportunities
during the month-long fishery.
Wrapping paper is available but if you don’t plan on wrapping your fish on site let the Fish Camp
supervisor know.
Please bring your own cooler and ensure it is identified as yours.
Ice is available for free; pick up at Natural Resource Building.
Non-native spouses can fish for their spouse and receive the same share as a member.
Non-native friends of Band members present are welcome to help but they will not be given a
separate share of fish (exceptions may occur only when fish are in abundance).
ALIB is part of the Secwepemc Nation so we welcome other Secwepemc members to come help out
and share in the bountiful harvest.
Band members will be notified in advance of what days the fishery will be only for other Secwepemc
Bands or Chief Atahm School.
Alcohol and illegal drugs will not be permitted on site.
Bullying and intimidating behavior will not be tolerated.
For further information or concerns please contact the Natural Resource Dept. (250-679-8841).
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